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U.S [309], U.S.-Soviet [309], Uganda [4], Umgang [47], Understanding [51, 281], Undisciplined [148], Union [255], United [124, 253], Universal [98], Universe [283, 232], Università [182], Universitatsreform [43], Universities [298], University [188, 189, 194], Unknown [21], Unknows [238], Unlock [296], Unmusical [138], Unusual [75], Urban [180], Ursula [45], Useful [176, 228].

V [258], Vallianatos [216], Vanden [167], Vanessa [299], Vasile [49], Vast [18], Vaupel [158], veldtocht [50], Vennen [63], vento [38], Verhave [300], Vermitteln [239], Vernetzen [239], Versuchsanstalt [57], Vesalius [28], Victoria [39], Victorian [109, 48], Vienna [57], Views [72], Vincenzo [196], Vinchur [114], Vinzel [124], Violations [124], Viral [73], Virtue [95], Virus [200], Viruses [188], Vision [60], Visual [170], Vitruvian [32], Vivarium [57], Vocabulary [168], Volume [259, 275, 172, 162, 227], Vox [61], Voyager [104], Voyaging [102].

W [69, 215, 68], Walcher [91], Wallace [93, 110], Wallis [177, 48], Wang [245], Wants [214], War [221, 84, 128, 197, 65, 108], Warde [20], Wardhaugh [174], Warfare [87], Warming [254], Warning [13], Was [221], Water [276, 26, 269], Waters [270, 273], Watt [105], Way [211, 226], Weather [39], Wegener [183], Wegener-Köppen [183], Wells [304], Werner [90], Werrett [171], West [284], Westerink [301], Who [204, 214, 223], Whole [72], Whooley [222], Wild [187], Wilhelm [43], Wilkins [98], Will [206], Wille [50], Willem [311, 58], Willes [236], William [139, 49, 99, 113, 88], Willy [61], Wirkungsgeschichte [285], Wisdom [17], Wise [302], Wissenschaft [90], wissenschaftlichen [47], Witchcraft [34], Wladimir [183, 183], Wolf [121], Wolfe [188, 65].
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